
Migration and replacement 
of legacy core systems 
will consume a significant 
proportion of insurer IT 
resources and attention 
during the next three to 
five years.*

Exception Scanning  
Solution for Insurance
Business Information Solutions

The Business Challenge
You’re always looking for better ways to capture, transform and manage information flow. Scanning paper documents is a key 
step to getting documents where you need them, when you need them. But documents that are crumpled, damaged or contain 
staples can slow everything down – from production scanning devices to workflow to job completion. Mis-fed sheets that are 
scanned later are critical to finalizing the job. Ricoh can help you scan smarter.

Improve speed. Gain efficiencies. Reduce risk.

* Source: Market Insight: Insurance Industry Primer, Gartner, 2013 Published: 25 March 2013

Ricoh MP C3503/MP C4503/MP C5503 Multifunction Devices  
are designed to work alongside production scanning hardware  
to enable simultaneous exception scanning and production 
scanning. These machines, combined with GlobalScan NX, can

convert scanned paper documents into electronic files and route 
them to their destinations. This accelerated workflow can bring 
productivity to your scanning department along with enhanced 
sharing and collaboration.

Is exception scanning slowing down your scanning department’s productivity?

Ricoh helps you save time and resources by providing a way for you to handle exception scanning 
and production scanning simultaneously. You also add valuable redundancy to your workflow and 
additional functionality such as fax, copy and print capability.

Do your IT initiatives include upgrading your scanning systems?

Digitalization is quickly becoming a leading efficiency strategy for many insurance companies. 
Ricoh’s solution not only brings added capability to your scanning department, it also routes 
scanned data to your Enterprise Content Management (ECM) or Business Process Management 
(BPM) system for access by the people who need it, when and where they need it, reducing 
scanning turnaround time and increasing the amount of scanning your department can 
accomplish. Ricoh understands your need for increased efficiency and delivers it to you with our 
Exception Scanning for Insurance Solution.

Are you looking for cost-effective ways to streamline your production scanning workflow?

Our line of innovative multi-functional devices combined with our third party production scanners 
complement your existing digital workflows by combining high-quality, full-colour output with other 
capabilities that make scanning easier, more accurate and faster.
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